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Executive Summary 
 
Quality of education is the top priority of the Government of Pakistan as well as 
Government of the Punjab along with its efforts to increase enrolment and access.  
Government of Pakistan has realized the utility of national assessment and students 
learning achievement level as an indicator of quality. It is reflected in its reaffirmation at 
international forums to include student achievement scores as quality indicators for 
monitoring the performance of education sector. A specific priority within the overall 
plan is to build assessment capacity at the school, provincial and federal levels to better 
measure learning outcomes and improve the quality and effectiveness of program 
interventions. 
  
Pakistan is lacking behind in the area of assessment for diagnostic purpose. It the power 
to diagnose individual student’s learning difficulties as well as overall complications in 
the system hampering students’ learning achievement.  Pakistan is not utilizing the power 
of assessment both for the purpose of enhancement in individual students’ learning and 
for the improvement in system. Students’ learning achievement levels serve as indicators 
of quality and can be used for monitoring and improvement of the system. Assessment 
results inform curriculum developers and reviewers, teacher educators, field 
administrators and policy makers. 
 
National Education Assessment System (NEAS), Ministry of Education at Federal level 
and its associated centers in the Provinces and Areas (AJK, FATA, FANA), have been 
established as a priority programme to institutionalize students assessment as a 
permanent feature of education system. Punjab Education Assessment System (PEAS), 
Education Department, Govt. of the Punjab is responsible to conduct assessment in the 
Punjab both for for national and provincial purposes. Central to these efforts is the 
development of institutional capacity of the Departments of Education at the provincial 
and area levels to monitor standards of education. 
 
NEAS conducted sample-based National Achievement Testing (NAT) 2006 at grade IV 
level in the subjects of Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Language.  
 
This report presents the findings of the assessment of Grade IV students’ achievement in 
Punjab. These findings are derived by analyzing the data collected from Punjab in 
connection with National Achievement Testing 2006. 
 
Students’ learning was assessed on achievement tests specifically developed to explore 
the attainment of expected learning outcomes as specified in curriculum document. The 
background questionnaires for students, teacher and head teachers were also developed to 
explore the home and school environments. Data were analyzed to know the students’ 
achievement levels and factors effecting students’ achievement. 
 
 Students’ achievement in all the subjects is reported in terms of scaled mean score 
ranging from zero to one thousand. Scaled scores are transformed from item response 
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Theory (IRT) based standardized scores ranging from -5 to +5. A scaled score of 500 is 
considered as average score or one can say a person having 500 scaled score has average 
proficiency in that subject. The main findings of the assessment are given below.  
 
• It was found that Scaled mean score of grade IV students in Punjab was less than 

five hundred in all the four subjects. It means the mean of students’ proficiency is 
below average in all the four subjects i.e. Mathematics, Science, Social Studies 
and Urdu. 

• Students were weak in Problem Solving skills and Procedural Knowledge 
especially in the area of measurement and number sense.  

• Scientific Investigation and practical reasoning skills especially in the areas of 
Life Sciences and Physical Sciences seems to be weak among Grade-IV students 
in Punjab. 

• Understanding and Application level skills in the area of Geography, Economics 
and Civics are weak among Grade-IV students in Punjab. 

• Students’ performance on writing test was not satisfactory especially on 
persuasive and narrative writing prompts.  Only high ability students were able to 
write Narrative and Persuasive text up to some extent. Even students with high 
ability were not able to write in an organized manner on Narrative and Persuasive 
prompts. 

• Reading skills of the grade IV students in Punjab  are satisfactory. 
• Scaled mean score of grade IV students in mathematics were found low in 2006 

as compare to those in 2005. Scaled mean scores of grade IV students remained 
the same in 2006 and 2005assessment.   

• Learning achievement level of urban students was found better as compared to 
rural students in all the four subjects assessed in 2006 assessment. 

• Learning achievement level of female students was found better as compared to 
male students and all the four subjects assessed in 2006 assessment. 

• The analysis of background and context variables in relation to achievement 
scores revealed that several variables related to student home background, 
teaching-learning processes and teaching practices are associated with students’ 
achievement positively or negatively. 

• Saraiki speaking students performed better in the subjects of Mathematics, 
Science and Social Studies as compared to other home language groups of 
students. 

• Students who receive corporal punishment achieved low scores as compared to 
those who receive occasionally or no punishment. 

• The scaled mean scores of those students whose teachers use black board were 
significantly better as compared to those whose teachers do not use blackboard. 

• Students who were encouraged by their teachers for asking questions scored 
significantly better in all the four subjects as compare to the other group. 
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NATIONAL/PROVINCIAL ASSESSMENT 

Introduction 
 
Quality education is the main concern of all the nations in the world. Pakistan like other 
developing nations is facing many challenges to improve its education system. These 
challenges include access, equity and equality of education facilities throughout the 
country. Inspite of all these challenges relating to expansion of educational facilities, 
quality education is the top priority. Quality of education in any country cannot be 
improved without knowing its strengths and weakness. An effective mechanism is needed 
to monitor the system effectively and identify the factors affecting the quality positively 
or negatively. Assessment of students learning achievement and identification of factors 
affecting students’ learning has been recognized as an effective tool to know the strength 
and weaknesses in the existing practices. 
 
Students’ learning assessment aimed at monitoring the education system as whole is a 
world wide emerging trend. students' learning achievement levels along with background 
information related to students, parents, teachers, head teachers and school lead to 
analyze the existing state of affairs and suggest measures to improve the system.   

 
Government of Pakistan realized the benefits of national assessment of students’ learning 
and launched National Education Assessment System (NEAS) project at federal level 
along with provincial/area education assessment centers/systems. Stepping forward 
towards national assessment is the evidence of federal and provincial governments’ 
concern for quality of education. Punjab Education Assessment System (PEAS) is the 
institutionalized form of provincial education assessment centers (PEACE) project in 
Punjab. NEAS has been mandated to conduct national assessment with the help of 
provincial education assessment centers/systems at Grade IV and VIII levels. 
 
National Education Assessment System (NEAS) seeks consultancy of international 
experts on various components of assessment to conduct national assessment as well as to 
build the capacity of its personnel. Consultants build the capacity of NEAS and 
PEACE/PEAS staff on various aspects like assessment framework development, test item 
development, assembling the tests, test administration, marking and scoring of the 
instrument, data analysis and report writing.  
 
This report presents the findings of the grade VI students’ learning achievement 
assessment in Punjab in the year 2006. Achievement tests in the subjects of mathematics, 
Science, Social Studies and Urdu were developed on the basis of assessment frameworks 
aligned with the objectives of the national curriculum.  

Assessment Instruments 

National/ Provincial assessment aims at determining the learning achievement levels of 
the students and factors affecting their achievement. Achievement tests were developed 

Chapter 1 
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to assess the learning achievement of the students and to explore the factors affecting 
students' learning, background questionnaires for students and parents, teachers and head 
teachers were developed. Field report of the test administrators also provided data 
regarding environment and facilities in schools. 

Achievement Tests 
Achievement tests to assess students' learning in the subjects of Mathematics, Science, 
Social Studies and Urdu at Grade-IV level were developed for 2006 assessment. 
Test items are developed according to the assessment frameworks and expected learning 
outcome given in the curriculum document. Instruments developed to assess the learning 
achievement of the students are pilot tested and analyzed on software based on item 
response theory (IRT). A brief detail of the achievement test is given in the proceeding 
section. 

Mathematics Achievement test 
 
Achievement test to assess the students' learning in Mathematics at Grade-IV level was 
based on tow dimensional assessment framework1. This framework was aligned with the 
objectives of the National curriculum. The dimensions of the assessment framework were 
mathematical abilities and content domains. Mathematical abilities were comprised of 
conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge and problem solving skills. Content 
domains were number sense and operations, measurement, geometry and spatial sense 
and data analysis, statistics, probability and information handling. 
  
Assessment frameworks and table of specifications2 were developed with the consensus 
of subject experts from all the provinces and areas under consultation with international 
consultants hired by NEAS. Two forms were developed for Mathematics test comprising 
35 items each.  

Science Achievement test 
 
Science achievement test for Grade-IV was based on two dimensional assessment 
framework3 aligned with the national curriculum objectives. One dimension of the frame 
work was named as knowing and doing science abilities comprising conceptual 
understanding, scientific investigation and practical reasoning skills. The other dimension 
was content of Science comprising life Sciences, physical sciences and earth sciences. 
Some common items were also developed as per requirement of the National curriculum 
objectives. Two forms of Science achievement test were developed according to the table 
of specification4 for Science test. Each form was comprised of 24 multiple choice 
questions (MCQs) and 11 constructed response questions. These questions were selected 
from a pool of pilot tested items. 

                                                
1  See Mathematics assessment framework on Annexure-I 
2  See table of specification on Annexure-II 
3 See Science assessment framework on Annexure-III 
4 See Annexure-IV 
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Social Studies Achievement test 
 
Learning Achievement level in Social Studies was assessed on a test developed according 
to the two dimensional assessment framework aligned with national curriculum. One 
dimension of the frame work was termed as cognitive domain comprising knowing, 
understanding and applying abilities. The other dimension was content domain 
categorized as geography, economics and history. Some common items were also 
developed as per requirement of the National curriculum objectives. Two forms of Social 
Studies achievement test were developed according to the table of specification5, each 
form was comprised of total 35 items including 27 MCQs, seven short answer questions 
and one extended response question. All the items included in the Social Studies 
achievement test were taken from a collection of pilot tested items. 

Urdu Language Achievement Test 
 
Proficiency in any language has four main components i.e. listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Only reading and writing skills can be assessed through paper and pencil 
test. Proficiency of Grade-IV students in Urdu language was assessed through reading 
and writing tests. Both the reading and writing tests were taken at a time through the 
same test booklets. 
 
Reading tests was developed on a two dimensional assessment framework6. One 
dimension was context of reading and the other was aspects of reading. Context of 
reading included reading for literary experience, reading for information and reading to 
perform a task. Aspects of reading were categorized as forming a general understanding, 
developing interpretation, making reader/text connection and examining content and 
structure. National curriculum objectives were also taken into account while developing 
test items. Some items were developed to asses the students' ability in grammar as per 
requirements of the curriculum objectives. Two forms of reading test were developed. 
Each form provided the student with an opportunity to read three types of text i.e. one for 
literary experience, one for information and one to perform a task. There were thirty two 
MCQs with the reading texts to assess the reading proficiency of the students. 
 
Writing framework aimed at assessing the writing proficiency of the students in three 
categories i.e. narrative writing, informative writing and persuasive writing. Students 
were given prompts inviting them to narrate, inform or persuade in their writing. Prompts 
were very simple and elaborated to enable the Grade-IV students to exhibit their writing 
proficiency by giving written response to these prompts. 

Background Questionnaires 

Three background questionnaires were developed to explore the factors in home and 
school environment affecting the learning of students. One questionnaires was for 
students and parents to collect information regarding home and family, other was for 
                                                
5 See Annexure-V 
6 See Annexure-VI 
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teachers to explore the teacher related factors affecting students’ learning and the third 
was for head teachers to explore the school environment. Many questions were also there 
in the field report of the test administrators which provided a lot of data about physical 
facilities available in schools.  

 

Understanding PEAS Results 
 
Students’ ability/proficiency in certain subject is reflected by their true response on the 
achievement test. Students’s responses on achievement tests are analyzed through items 
response theory (IRT) based software. One parameter IRT model i.e Rach Model is 
employed for calibration of test items and students responses. The Rach analysis gives 
the students proficiency/ability in terms of standardized scores ranging from -5 to +5. A 
person securing zero score means that he has an average ability in the subject. 
  
The standardized scores ranging from -5 to +5 are converted into scaled scores ranging 
from 0 to 1000 so that the score become more understandable for a common man.  
  
Mean scaled scores are computed to report the learning achievement level of the students 
in all the four subjects assessed in 2006 assessment. Scaled mean scores are also reported 
for sub groups of the sampled students e.g. Rural, Urban, Male and Female etc. The 
comparison of mean scaled scores is shown in bar charts as well as in the tables. 
  
The PEAS uses widely accepted statistical procedure in analyzing the data. Microsoft 
Excel is used for data entry, after completion of data entry files are converted into 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) file format. IRT based one parameter 
model software Conquest is used to analyze the data. This software gives the ability 
measures of the students in terms of standardized scores and item difficulty measures. 
SPSS is used for basic descriptive/summary statistics and comparing the means of 
different groups of students. 

Sample for assessment of students’ Learning in Punjab 
 
Sample selection is very crucial aspect of any research study, true representative sample 
is essential for the findings to be generalizable. Punjab sample was a part of national 
sample for national assessment of students’ learning. The list of Government schools 
prepared by National Education Management System (NEMIS) was used us the sampling 
frame. Stratified random sampling procedure was employed to select the schools for 
assessment. There were three agreed strata i.e. province/area, gender (girls/boys), 
location (rural/urban) for the national sample. Sampling frame for the provinces was 
divided into four parts with respect to gender and location of the school. Sample was 
selected proportionate to number and size of schools in each stratum. Sampling unit in 
the sampling frame was school, therefore sample comprised of schools selected from 
each stratum. It was decided that twenty students will be selected from each school for 
administering the achievement test. If there was only one section with more than twenty 
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students, twenty students were selected randomly by the test administrators. If there were 
more than one sections of class IV in a school the one section was selected randomly and 
then twenty students were selected randomly from that section. If there were less than 
twenty students in a school all the students were taken to administer the test. To rectify 
the sampling imbalances due to stratification sampling weights were also computed and 
applied while analyzing the data. 
 
The Punjab sample covered almost entire province. The sample was comprised of 240 
schools from 34 districts of Punjab. The following map of Punjab shows the coverage of 
2006 assessment sample.    
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PUNJAB RESULTS 

Learning Achievement Levels in Punjab 
 
Data were collected from Punjab by administering achievement tests in mathematics, 
science, social Studies and urdu at grade-IV level in the sampled schools. The diagram 
below presents the Learning achievement of Grade four students in Punjab in the subjects 
of Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Urdu in terms of scaled mean scores.  
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Scaled Mean Score 404.03 474.13 497.16 382.08

Math Science Social Studies Urdu

 
Scaled mean scores in all the four subjects are below the set mean score of five hundred. 
The below mean scores indicate low level of achievement and hence low quality of 
education at primary level in Punjab. Scale mean score in Urdu is especially very low 
which indicates the teaching learning process for language teaching is not effective.  

Achievement in Mathematics  
 
Learning Achievement level of grade-IV students in mathematics was assessed on a test 
developed according to the two dimensional assessment framework7 aligned with 
national curriculum Performance of students on various components of test can be seen 
on person item map. Person item map indicates the weak and strong areas of students’ 
learning in relation to assessment framework. It can be concluded from the persons items 
map that procedural knowledge and problem solving skills seem to be relatively weak 
among students in Punjab. 

                                                
7 See brief detail of assessment framework in Annexure 1 

Chapter 2 
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Persons Items Map, Mathematics 
 
   3            |b29/MEPK 
                | 
                |a27/NSPK 
                | 
                | 
                | 
                | 
                |b32/GEPS 
   2            | 
                | 
               X| 
               X| 
               X|a30/NSPK 
               X|b33/GEPS 
              XX|a28.2/MEPS 
               X|a19/NSCU a29/NSPS b5/MEPK b27/NSPK 
   1           X|b25/MEPK 
               X|b19/NSCU 
              XX|a28.1/MEPS a31.3/DAPK 
             XXX|b17/MSCU b21/GEPS                                         . 
              XX|a2/NSCU a5/MECU a17/NSCU a20/NSPK b22/NSPK b26/NSPK b28.3/GEPK 
             XXX|a31.2/DAPK b20/NSPK 
            XXXX|a8/GEPK a10/MEPK a15/GECU a24/NSPK b15/GECU 
            XXXX|a11/MEPK a21/NSPK b11/MEPK 
            XXXX| 
   0       XXXXX|a23/NSPK a26/MEPK b4/NSPK b9/GECU b30/MEPK 
         XXXXXXX|a31.1/GEPK b10/NSPK b23/GEPS 
          XXXXXX|a1/NSCU a16/MECU b2/NSCU b16/MECU b31/MEPK 
        XXXXXXXX|a3/NSCU b13/GECU 
         XXXXXXX|a13/GECU b7/NSPS b8/NSCU b28.2/GEPK    
          XXXXXX|a14/GECU b3/NSCU b14/GECU                                 . 
         XXXXXXX|a6/MEPK b6/MEPK 
        XXXXXXXX|a4/NSPK 
  -1    XXXXXXXX| 
      XXXXXXXXXX|a9/NSPS a32/MEPS b28.1/GEPK 
        XXXXXXXX|a25/MEPS 
          XXXXXX|a7/NSCU b24/DAPS 
            XXXX|a12/GECU b12/GECU 
            XXXX|b18/NSPK 
            XXXX|a18/NSPK a22/NSPK b1/NSCU 
              XX| 
              XX| 
  -2           X| 
               X| 
                | 
                | 
                | 
                | 
                | 
                | 
  -3            | 
                 
Each 'X' represents 28.6 cases 

Achievement in Science 
 

     Conceptual Understanding (CU) 
     Procedural Knowledge (PK) 
     Problem Solving (PS) 
 
      NS= Number Sense properties and operations 
      ME= Measurement  
      GE=Geometry and spatial sense 
      DA=Data Analysis, statistics, probability and 
              Information handling 

• Map indicates Grade-IV 
students are weak in 
Problem Solving skills 
• Procedural Knowledge 

especially in the area of 
measurement and number 
sense also seems to be 
weak. 

Procedural knowledge and 
Conceptual understanding 
in Geometry, Number 
Sense and Data Analysis 

Conceptual Understanding 
Procedural Knowledge, of 
basic concepts of Number 
Sense, Geometry and 
Measurement. 

Most Common Skills 

Moderate Skills 

Weak Areas 
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       Conceptual Understanding 
       Scientific Investigation 
       Practical Reasoning 
 
  LS=  Life Sciences 
  PS=  Physical Sciences 
  CS=  Chemical Sciences 
  ES=  Earth Sciences 
  CI=  Common Items 

Learning Achievement level in Science was assessed on a test developed according to the 
two dimensional assessment framework aligned with national curriculum. Performance of 
students on various components of test can be seen on person item map.  
 
                |a10/LSSI                                 
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
   2            |b8/LSSI                                 
               X|b25/PSPR                                 
                |                                   
               X|a25/PSPR                                 
              XX|  
              XX|      
               X|  
              XX|b29/CICU                                 
             XXX|a23/ESSI a29/CICU b4/PSCU                           
   1         XXX|a17/CISI b17/CISI                              
             XXX|a31/PSSI b24/LSPR b31/PSSI                           
             XXX|                                   
            XXXX|                                   
            XXXX|b1/LSCU b5/LSCU b27/LSCU                             . 
            XXXX|a1/LSCU a9/LSSI b28/PSCU                             
           XXXXX|a5/PSCU b15/CICU                               
         XXXXXXX|a6/CSCU a8/LSSI b30/CISI                             
         XXXXXXX|a12/PSSI a13/CICU a16/CISI a20/CIPR a24/LSPR a27/LSCU a28/PSCU       
                |a30/CISI b20/CIPR         
   0    XXXXXXXX|a3/LSCU a15/CICU a22/CSSI a33/CSSI b13/CICU b16/CISI                   
         XXXXXXX|b11/PSSI b22/CSSI b33/CISI                           
          XXXXXX|a14/CICU b14/CICU                              
         XXXXXXX|a26/LSCU a32/CISI a35/CIPR b35/CIPR                        
         XXXXXXX|b10/LSSI b12/PSSI b26/LSCU b32/CISI                  .                       
        XXXXXXXX|b9/LSSI                                 
      XXXXXXXXXX|b23/ESSI                                 
         XXXXXXX|a7/ESCU a34/CISI b21/CICU b34/CISI                         
          XXXXXX|a21/CICU                                 
  -1        XXXX|b6/CSCU                             
            XXXX|b2/LSCU b19/CIPR                                
            XXXX|                                   
              XX|a19/CIPR b7/ESCU                              
              XX|a11/PSSI a18/CISI                              
              XX|b18/CISI                                 
               X|                                   
               X|a2/LSCU b3/LSCU                               
               X|a4/PSCU                                  
  -2            |      
                              
Each 'X' represents  27.8 cases 
 

Achievement in Social Studies 
 
Social Studies achievement test aimed at assessing knowledge, understanding and 
application level skills of the students. Performance of students on various components of 
test can be seen on person item map.  
 
   3            |                                   

Scientific Investigation and 
practical reasoning skills 
especially in the areas of Life 
Sciences and Physical Sciences 
seems to be weak among 
Grade-IV students in Punjab. 

Persons Items Map Science 
 

Persons Items Map Social Studies 
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               X|                                   
               X|                                   
               X|                                   
               X|                                   
              XX|                                   
              XX|                                   
   2           X|b32/GEUN                                 
              XX|a32/ECKN                                 
             XXX|b9/GEUN                                 
              XX|b23/GEAP                                 
             XXX|                                   
             XXX|a1/GEKN a16/CIUN                               
            XXXX|a31/CVKN b16/CIUN                              
   1        XXXX|a9/GEUN a22/HIUN                               
           XXXXX|                                   
           XXXXX|a21/HIUN b24/GEAP b25/CVAP                           
         XXXXXXX|a33/CIUN a34/CIKN b8/GEUN b33/CIUN b34/CIKN                     
          XXXXXX|a25/CVAP b11/CVUN                                           . 
        XXXXXXXX|a2/GEKN a8/GEUN b1/GEKN b30/ECKN                          
         XXXXXXX|a17/CIUN a20/CIAP b5/ECKN b17/CIUN b22/HIUN b26/ECAP b27/HIAP               
          XXXXXX|a26/ECAP b18/CIAP b20/CIAP                           
   0    XXXXXXXX|a4/CVKN a18/CIAP a24/GEAP a30/GEKN b10/CVUN                      
         XXXXXXX|a29/HIKN b3/CVKN b15/CIKN b21/HIUN                        
        XXXXXXXX|a5/ECKN a12/ECUN a15/CIKN b19/CIAP b35/GEKN                      
      XXXXXXXXXX|a7/HIKN a10/CVUN a19/CIAP b4/CVKN                         
         XXXXXXX|b12/ECUN b29/CVKN                                          . 
          XXXXXX|a3/CVKN a11/CVUN a23/GEAP                            
            XXXX|a13/CIKN a28/GEKN a35/GEUN b13/CIKN                        
  -1        XXXX|b28/HIKN b31/GEKN                              
           XXXXX|a6/HIKN b2/GEKN b6/HIKN                            
              XX|a27/HIAP b7/HIKN                              
              XX|                                   
              XX|                                   
               X|                                   
               X|a14/CIKN b14/CIKN                              
  -2           X|                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
                |                                   
  -3            |           
 
 
Each 'X' represents  27.3 cases                         
 
  

Achievement in Urdu 
Reading ability in terms of forming a general understanding, developing interpretation, 
making reader/text connection and examining and contents and writing ability in terms of 
narrative writing, informative writing and persuasive writing were assessed through Urdu 
achievement tests. Map below shows the performance of students on various components 
of the test.      |a35.6/PW b32.6/NW b34.6/PW 
   3            | 
                | 
                | 
                |a33.6/NW b34.5/PW 
                |b32.5/NW                           
                |                                

Map indicates that 
Understanding and 
Application level skills in the 
area of Geography, 
Economics and Civics are 
weak among Grade-IV 
students in Punjab. 

      Knowledge 
      Understanding 
      Application 
 
GE= Geography 
EC=  Economics 
HI =  History 
CV = Civics 
CI = Common Items 
 

Writing Skill, Weak Area  

It can be noted from persons items 
map that students were not good on 
writing tests especially on persuasive 
and narrative writing prompts.  Only 
high ability students were able to write 
Narrative and Persuasive text up to 
some extent. Even students with high 
ability were not able to write in an 
organized manner on Narrative and 
Persuasive prompts. 
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                |a35.5/PW                           
                | 
                |a33.5/NW a34.7/IW b33.7/IW 
   2            | 
                |b32.4/NW b34.4/PW                      
                |                                 
               X| 
              XX|a35.4/PW b32.3/NW 
              XX|a33.4/NW b34.3/PW 
              XX|b32.2/NW 
              XX|a35.3/PW b27/G b32.1/NW  
             XXX|a31/G a33.3/NW 
            XXXX|a33.2/NW b34.2/PW 
   1        XXXX|a33.1/NW a35.2/PW                                 . 
            XXXX|b33.6/IW 
          XXXXXX|a34.6/IW                                             . 
          XXXXXX|a5/RL a25/RI a30/G b24/RI b25/RI b34.1/PW 
          XXXXXX|a26/RI a32/G b10/RL b11/RL b22/RI 
         XXXXXXX|a23/RI a28/G a35.1/PW b21/RI 
        XXXXXXXX|a13/RL a22/RI b16/RP 
        XXXXXXXX|a6/RL a16/RP b8/RL b30/G 
       XXXXXXXXX| 
        XXXXXXXX|a4/RL a9/RL a10/RL b3/RL b9/RL b13/RL b33.5/IW 
   0      XXXXXX|a24 a34.5/IW b2 b5 b23 
        XXXXXXXX|a3/RL 
        XXXXXXXX|b7/RL b15/RP 
       XXXXXXXXX|a27/RI b4/RL b26/RI b31/G 
      XXXXXXXXXX|a11/RL a15/RP b1/RL 
        XXXXXXXX|a17/RI a20/RI b6/RL b19/RI 
         XXXXXXX|a34.4/IW b16/ b33.4/IW 
            XXXX|a1/RL a14/RP b17/RI                                  . 
            XXXX|a2/RL a8/RL a18/RI b14/RP b29/G 
           XXXXX|a7/RL a29/G 
  -1         XXX|b18/RI 
             XXX|a19/RI a34.3/IW b12/RL 
              XX|b20/RI b28/G b33.3/IW 
              XX|a21/RI 
               X|a12/RL 
               X| 
               X| 
               X| 
                | 
                |a34.2/IW b33.2/IW 
  -2            | 
                | 
                | 
                |a34.1/IW b33.1/IW 

Each 'X' represents  23.6 cases 

   Persuasive writing (PW) 
      Informative writing (IW) 
   Narrative writing (NW) 

Low Ability students are able to write 
informative text in simple sentences 
without proper logical sequence and 
organization, they are able to get 3 out 
of 6 marks in writing task. 
 Low ability students are also able to 
form General Understanding in 
Reading task 

      Forming a general understanding 
      Developing Interpretation 

   Making reader text connection 
   Examining content and Structure 
   Grammar  

Moderate ability students 
are able to write 
organized informative 
text as they are able to 
get 5 out of 6 marks. 
Moderate ability students 
are able to develop 
Interpretation and Make 
a reader text connection 
on Reading task. 
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Comparison of students’ learning achievement in the year 2005 
and 2006 
 

The following diagram shows comparison of grade IV students’ achievement in 
the subjects of Mathematics and Urdu in 2005 and 2006 assessments.  
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Grade IV students’ achievement was assessed in the subjects of Urdu and Mathematics in 
2005 assessment. Achievement in mathematics and Urdu was assessed again in 2006 
assessment. Scaled mean score of grade IV students in mathematics were found to be 
higher in 2005 as compare to those in 2006. Scaled mean scores of grade IV students 
remained the same in 2005 and 2006 assessment.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Chapter 3 
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COMPARISON OF STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENT 

 

Comparison of Urban and Rural Students’ Learning 
Achievement 
 

The following diagram presents the comparison of Grade-IV Rural and Urban 
students’ achievement in 2006 assessment in the subjects of Mathematics, Science, Social 
Studies and Urdu. 
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Rural (81.5%) 403.91 473.49 493.37 376.62

Urban (18.5%) 405.62 479.17 515.95 407.23

Math Science Social Studies Urdu

 
 
Learning achievement level of Urban students was found better as compared to Rural 
students in all the four subjects assessed in 2006 assessment. The difference was more 
significant in language and social studies.  
 
 

Comparison of Male and Female Students’ Learning 
Achievement 
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Diagram given below shows the comparison of male and female students learning 
achievement in 2006 assessment in the subjects of Mathematics, Science, Social Studies 
and Urdu. 
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Male (54.2 %) 399.51 461.06 481.05 364.43

Female (45.8 %) 409.58 490.13 516.72 402.7

Math Science SS Urdu

 

Learning achievement level of female students was found better as compared to male 
students and all the four subjects assessed in 2006 assessment. The difference is more 
visible in language and social studies. 
 
 
 
 

Comparison of Students’ Learning Achievement across Locale and 
Gender 
 

Following diagram shows the comparison of Grade-IV learning achievement with respect 
to their Gender(male/female) and residential area (rural/urban). Diagram shows the 
comparison in terms of scaled mean scores in all the four subjects tested in 2006 
assessment. 
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Rural Male (88%) 403.11 462.54 485.78 366.43

Urban Male (12%) 399.76 462.5 494.07 382.68

Rural Female (73.6%) 405.1 491.64 505.74 393.33

Urban Female (26.4%) 408.1 487.5 527.61 421.7

Math Science SS Urdu

 
Female students from urban areas out performed in the subjects of Mathematics, Urdu 
and Social Studies as compared to other three groups. It was also found that female 
students from rural areas out performed in Science. Performance of female students from 
rural areas was better in all the four subjects as compared to Male students, weather from 
rural or urban areas. 
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Learning achievement level and home language 
 
Following diagram presents the comparison of learning achievement of the students with 
different home language. There were three main languages i.e. Punjabi (74%), Saraiki 
(11%) and Urdu (9%) mostly spoken in Punjab six percent students reported other 
languages such as Barahwi, Pushto, Sindhi, Kashmiri and Hindko etc. Students with all 
these languages were cumulated as the fourth group. Following table shows the scaled 
mean scores of the four groups of students with respect to home language. 
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Punjabi (74%) 407 473.79 496.33 382.19

Urdu (9%) 387.93 471 497.87 393.36

Saraiki (11%) 410 493.98 519 390

Others (6%) 350.73 443.47 449.18 357.92

Math Science Social Std Urdu

 

It is evident from the diagram that Saraiki speaking students performed better in the 
subjects of Mathematics, Science and Social Studies as compared to other home language 
groups of students. Performance of Urdu speaking students was found better on Urdu 
tests as compared to other groups. It is also worth mentioning that Saraiki speaking 
students were better on Urdu tests as compared to students with Punjabi and other 
languages at home. 
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Students’ liking for a subject and their achievement 
 

Students were asked a question, “which subject do you like most ?”. Four groups of 
students emerged as per their response to this question i.e. groups of students liking 
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Urdu. Following table shows the comparison of 
learning achievement levels of four groups of the students with respect to their liking of  
subjects.  
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Liked Math. (24.5%) 420 480 505 386

Liked Science (8%) 427 499 521 394

Liked Social Std. (7.5%) 392 458 494 380

Liked (60%) 398.5 472 493 381

Math Science Soc Std Urdu

 
Diagram shows that students who liked Science out performed in all the four subjects. 
Students who liked Mathematics performed better on all the four tests as compared to 
those who liked Urdu and Social Studies. Performance of the students who liked Social 
Studies was found to be poor on all the four tests as compared to all other groups. It must 
be noted that most of the students (60%) showed their liking for Urdu but overall scaled 
mean score of the students were found to be low as compare to other subjects, overall 
picture also indicates no effect of liking of the subject on achievement. 
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Help in Studies at Home and Students’ Achievement 
 
Students were asked a question, “who teaches you at home?” Students’ response showed 
that most of the students were taught by their elder brothers (23.6%) and sisters (23.5%). 
Fathers (12.5%) helped more their children in studies as compared to mothers(5.5%). 
Eleven percent students responded that they were taught by the tutor and 17.1% students 
responded that nobody was there to helm them in studies at home. 
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Father (12.5%) 408.76 484.38 511.49 384.58

Mother (5.5%) 412.82 478.91 500.88 404.46

Elder brother (23.6%) 402.62 474.54 496.17 370.34

Elder sister (23.6%) 405.37 472.9 488.06 384.75

Tutor (11%) 408.33 484.58 511.01 398.62

Other family member (5.1%) 420.73 482.02 508.5 406.89

Nobody (17.1%) 397 464.97 493.39 376.36

Math Science Soc Std Urdu

 
Learning achievements of the groups of the students with respect to help in studies at 
home was not found to be significantly different. Learning achievement of the students 
who find help at home seem to be better in all the four subjects as compared to those who 
do not find any help at home. 
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Help in Studies at Home and Students’ overall Achievement 
 
Overall achievement means mean achievement in all the four subjects. The chart below 
shows the overall achievement of the students in relation to help in studies at home. 
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Table shows that students who are helped by their mothers in study got better cumulative 
score as compared to those helped by fathers, brothers, sisters and other family members. 
It must be noted that percentage of mothers helping their children in studies is very low 
as shown on the previous page. 
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Physical Punishment at School and students’ learning 
achievement 
 
Seventy eight percent students reported that they never receive corporal punishment at 
school. About 20% students receive punishment occasionally and 1.4% frequently. 
Following diagram shows the scaled mean score of three groups of students with respect 
to corporal punishment at school. 
 
 

 

It is evident from the bar diagram that students who receive corporal punishment 
achieved low scores as compared to those who receive occasionally or no punishment. It 
can be noted that corporal punishment at schools is minimized but not eliminated 
completely. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading books for enjoyment other than text books and students’ 
overall  achievement 
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Never (78%) 407 477 500 385

Occasionally (19.6%) 397 465 495 376

Frequently (1.4 %) 380 463 439 358

Math Science Social std Urdu
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 Students were asked a question, ” How often do you read books other than text 
books for enjoyment?”. Students had to respond on the options of ‘almost every day’, 
‘once a week’, ‘seldom’ and ‘never’. Four groups of students emerged with respect to 
their response to this question. Scaled mean score for overall achievement of these four 
groups were computed. Following diagram presents the summary of overall scaled mean 
scores of student groups with different reading habits. 
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Overall Scaled Mean Score 426.2 425.04 456.5 431.6

Almost every 
time (24.8%)

Once a week 
(16.1%)
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(45.4%)
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Majority of the students (45.4%) responded that they seldom read any book for 
enjoyment, 24.8% and 16.1% reported that they study for enjoyment for almost every day 
and once a week respectively. About 12%students never read any book other than text 
book. It was also found that the group of students who seldom read books other than text 
books score highest overall scaled mean score. It is also worth mentioning that students 
who never read any book achieved better score as compare to those who are in a habit of 
reading books for enjoyment. This result is indicative of the standard of reading material 
available for young students which contribute nothing towards broadening their vision 
and fostering valuable knowledge in their hearts and minds. 
 
 
Reading books for enjoyment other than text books and students’ 
achievement in different subjects. 
 
Analysis was also done to explore the effect of reading for enjoyment on learning 
achievement of the students in various subjects. Following table summaries the scaled 
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mean scores of various groups of students with different reading habits in the subjects of 
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Urdu. 
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Almost every time (24.8%) 387.335 457.5141 488.3824 372.9346

Once a week (16.1%) 389.9453 464.6325 462.9618 380.4258

Seldom ( 45.4%) 420.3711 491.5711 519.9024 394.9817

Never (11.9%) 404.0888 467.0861 489.4325 371.6137

Math Science Soc Sts Urdu

 
 
 

Chart shows that students who seldom read any book for enjoyment achieved highest 
scaled mean scores in all the four subjects. Students who never read any book also scored 
better in Mathematics, Science and Social Studies as compared to those who often study 
books other than text books. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Home assignment and students’ learning achievement 
 
Students’ background questionnaire explored the frequency of home assignments in the 
subjects of Mathematics, Science, Social Studies and Urdu. Following table shows the 
scaled mean score of students who received home assignment daily, once a week, twice a 
week and never. 
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Daily 405.9175 478.6387 502.2422 382.7858

Once a week 343.529 458.494 508.0247 357.4184

Twice a week 420.118 481.9864 490.537 405.7658

Never 387.2049 409.1625 450.4405 369.979

Math Science Social Std Urdu 

 
Chart shows that students who receive home assignment twice a week performed better 
in the subjects of Mathematics, Science and Urdu. Students who got more frequent 
assignment scored better in Social Studies. 
 
 
 
 
Feedback on Homework and students' learning Achievement 
 
Students were asked about the frequency of feedback by the teachers on home 
assignment. Students had to respond on the option of ‘Always’, ‘Usually’, ‘Sometimes’, 
‘Seldom’ and ‘Never’. Five groups of students were emerged with respect to frequency of 
teachers’ feedback on their assignments. Scaled mean scores were computed for all the 
five groups of students and in all the subjects tested in 2006 assessment. 
 Chart and table below presents the summary of scaled mean scores of students 
receiving feedback ranging from ‘Always’ to ‘Never’. 
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No clear picture emerges from the summary of analysis given above. Any how it can be 
noted that frequent feed back seems to be working in mathematics. Effect of feed back is 
not clear on scale mean scores of Science, Social Studies and Urdu. The quality of feed 
back may be questionable, students may have responded the question without fully 
understanding it or some further analysis may be required to explore the effect of feed 
back on students' learning Achievement.  
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Always 405.6454 485.9867 504.1199 387.787

Often 418.4136 464.6072 511.3445 370.0542

Sometime 409.7795 463.372 489.5855 385.5318

Seldom 399.8011 454.5182 470.2756 421.0907

Never 391.9437 469.0737 491.9376 402.0139

Math Science Soc std Urdu
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Co curricular Activities for grade four students  
 
Students were asked how often did they participate in co curricular activities like 
‘Drama’, ‘Speech competition’, ‘Games and sports’, ‘Competitions for Qirat, Hamd and 
Naat’. Following chart presents the summary of percentage of students participating in 
different co curricular activities. 
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Students participating in co curricular activities

Always 8.8 17.6 41.9 42.1 40.3

Often 1.7 11.1 13.5 11.7 12.3

Sometime 18.6 25.8 23.2 20.6 24.4

Seldom 6.6 5.9 4.9 5.8 5.6

Never 63.6 32.2 13 16.5 14

Drama Speech Games Qarat Naat

 
It can be noted that majority of students reported their participation in Sports and in the 
competitions of Qirat and Naat. Speech competitions at Grade-IV level are also at a 
minimal level. It is worth mentioning that the power of Drama as a useful co curricular 
activity for learning and personality development is not being utilized as a vast majority 
of the students never participated in this activity. 
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Hobbies and Achievement of the students 
 
Students were asked about their hobbies they hade to give their response by ticking on 
one of the options given in the question. The options were ‘Watching TV’, ‘Computer 
games/ internet’, ‘Playing with friends’, ‘Reading stories’ and ‘Working at home’.  
Scaled mean scores were also compute for the groups of students with respect to their 
hobbies. Following chart presents the summary of percentage of students with different 
hobbies and scaled mean scores for each group of students in all the four subjects. 
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Watching TV (13.5%) 415.0034 484.5882 514.3968 382.5325

Comuter/Internet(2.0%) 399.1435 455.918 498.179 394.7325

Play with friends (26.1%) 415.0064 469.9939 495.7512 383.7268

Reading Books (9.3%) 394.5175 487.5016 503.9042 400.9678

Work at home (43.2%) 403.2104 479.678 498.7918 383.3897

Math Science Social Std Urdu

 
Table reveals that majority of students (43.2%) work at home and large number of 
students (26.1%) play with their friends during their leisure. The third common hobby of 
the students is watching TV and a small number of students (2%) reported computer 
games as their hobby. Scaled mean scores of various groups with respect to their hobby 
do not exhibit any clear picture for mentioning the effect of hobby on achievement. It 
must be noted that students who reported reading books as their hobby scored better in 
Urdu. Students who watch TV scored better in Mathematics, Science and Social Studies 
as compared to other groups. 

Hobbies and Overall Achievement of the students 
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Student reported their hobbies as Watching TV’, ‘Computer games/ internet’, ‘Playing 
with friends’, ‘Reading stories’ and ‘Working at home’. Overall scaled mean scores were 
computed for all the groups of students with respect to their hobbies. Chart below 
summarizes the results. 
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Chart shows that students who watch TV scored better as compared to other groups of 
students with respect to their hobbies. The differences were not statistically significant. 
Data shows that majority of the students (43.2%) work at home and the second largest 
group was of the students with a hobby of playing with friends (26.2%). It may be due to 
the fact that sample includes majority of the students from rural areas.  Students who 
have TV at home can not help watching it. Presences of TV, computer internet access at 
home are indicators of Socio economic Status (SES).  This information also indicates that 
students in public schools are mostly from low SES.   
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Use of Black Board by the teacher and students' Achievement  
 
Students were asked whether their teachers use black board while teaching or not. 
Following table presents the percentage of students’ responses and scaled mean scores of 
two groups of students being taught by using blackboard and without it. 
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Yes (97.2%) 407.7991 477.1909 501.8712 384.5058

No (2.3%) 342.214 410.5798 426.5876 333.6447

Math Science Social Std Urdu

 
 

A vast majority of the students (97.2%) reported that their teachers used blackboard while 
teaching. The scaled mean scores of those students whose teachers use black board were 
significantly better as compared to those whose teachers do not use blackboard. 

This finding indicates the importance of instructional material for better students 
learning. 
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Encouragement of students by the teacher for asking questions 
 
In response to the question, ‘Whether your teacher encourage you for asking questions 
while teaching?’, students had to opt ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. Following table presents the 
summary of students' responses and scaled mean scores of those who were encouraged 
and not encouraged by the teacher for asking questions. 
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Yes (93.5%) 406.0487 476.4495 498.9135 384.7496

No (6.5%) 386.4331 457.4636 490.2873 353.8087

Math Science Soc Sts Urdu

 
 
Summary of analysis poses a good sign in the form of information that a vast majority of 
teachers (93.5%) encouraged their students for asking questions during their lessons. It 
was also found that students who were encouraged for asking questions scored 
significantly better in all the four subjects as compare to the other group. This finding 
also has an implication for teachers and teacher educators. Active participation of the 
students in teaching learning process enhances their learning. Teaching methodology and 
models should encourage students’ active participation as much as possible 
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Father education and Students’ learning Achievement 
 
Students and parents’ background questionnaire explore the qualifications of parents of 
the students sampled for the assessment of learning Achievement. Following table 
summarizes the percentage of various categories of parents with respect to their 
qualification. Mean scores of the students according to their parents with different 
qualifications were also computed. Following picture presents the scaled mean scores of 
the students with respect to their parent qualification. 
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Illeterate(35%) 394.8723 468.7991 492.3639 372.887

Primary (27.5%) 412.4491 479.5742 503.0903 384.9316

Matric (22.2%) 415.7306 483.3712 510.3642 400.7313

Intermediate(4.3%) 393.4055 465.4187 504.49 400.1942

BA/BSc. and above(11.1%) 389.615 461.0969 474.3154 369.9445

Math Science Soc Sts Urdu

 

Summary of analysis in the chart above depicts that most of the fathers (35%) are illiterate, 
27.5% are merely primary pass, 22.2% are matriculate, 4.3% are Intermediate and 11.1% are 
BA/BSc. and above. Children whose fathers are matriculate only outperformed in all the four 
subjects. Scaled mean scores of the children with parents from illiterate to matriculate rise but 
falls for the children of fathers with higher education.  
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Mother education and Students’ learning Achievement 
 
To ascertain the relationship between students' learning Achievement and their mothers’ 
education, the qualification of the mothers were explored through a question in the 
students and parents’ background questionnaire. Scaled mean scores of the students 
according to their mothers’ qualifications were also computed. Following picture presents 
the scaled mean scores of the students with respect to their mothers’ qualification. 
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Illeterate(62.6%) 407.2376 477.1983 502.2797 382.1862

Primary (23%) 414.6353 476.9577 498.7231 392.4192

Matric (8%) 411.3792 470.0511 494.8421 392.7609

Intermediate (1.7%) 413.3962 478.2761 532.8923 419.8454

BA/BSc. and above (4.7%) 381.9556 454.9054 468.4374 365.2409

Math Science Soc Sts Urdu

 

Summary of analysis presented in the above chart depicts that a vast majority of mothers (62.6%) 
are illiterate, 23% are merely primary pass, 8% are matriculate, 1.7% are Intermediate and only 
4.7% are BA/BSc. and above. Picture shows no clear effect of mothers’ education on the 
children’s achievement scores anyhow it must be noted that children whose mothers’ 
qualification is intermediate achieved comparatively better score. 
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Father Occupation and Students’ Achievement level 
 
Parents of the students were asked to mention their occupation by ticking one of the 
options given in the question, the options were ‘Agriculture & Farmer’,’ Worker & Small 
Business’, ‘Govt. Service’,’ Private Service’ and ‘Technical & Administrative’.  Scaled 
mean scores of the students were computed with respect to their father occupation to note 
the effect of fathers’ occupation on their achievement. Following table shows the 
percentage of fathers with respect to their occupation and scaled mean scores of their 
children in all the four subjects. 
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Agri & Farmer (42.7%) 407.9913 473.444 500.3673 382.2131

Worker & Small Business
(41.8%)

404.6809 478.6314 503.2832 389.225

Govt Service (9.5%) 416.2786 490.2454 526.8249 397.6344

Private Service(4.8%) 391.8883 486.487 477.7146 373.8134

Technical & Administrative
(1.2%)

394.681 482.7896 485.7126 387.862

Math Science Soc Sts Urdu

Above chart shows that fathers of most of the children (42.7%) are associated with 
agriculture, 41.8% are Workers/laborers and small business owners, 9.5% are Govt. 
servants, 4.8% are doing jobs in private sector and 1.2% are associated with technical and 
administrative jobs. Data show that highly paid technical and administrative job holders do 
not prefer to send their children to public schools. No clear picture emerges showing 
relationship between father’s occupation and children’s achievement scores, any how 
children of Govt. servant seems to be achieving better scores as compare to others. 
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Mother Occupation and Students’ Achievement level 
 
Parents of the students were asked to mention their occupation by ticking one of the 
options given in the question, the options were ‘Agriculture & Farmer’,’ Worker & Small 
Business’, ‘Govt. Service’,’ Private Service’, ‘Technical & Administrative’ and ‘House 
wife’.  Scaled mean scores of the students were computed with respect to their mother 
occupation to note the effect of mothers’ occupation on their achievement. Following 
table shows the percentage of mothers with respect to their occupation and scaled mean 
scores of their children in all the four subjects. 
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Agri & Farmer (4.3%) 373.2436 485.3055 488.6132 351.419

Worker & Small Business (1.8%) 380.7021 448.9591 482.2471 368.3235

Govt Service (.8%) 457.6854 547.115 604.1581 461.5765

Private Service (0.6%) 423.3139 461.2651 420.9879 361.9638

Technical & Administrative (0.7%) 396.1966 468.133 534.8694 365.3097

House Wife (91.8%) 409.4606 472.141 508.2108 387.8158

Math Science Soc Sts Language 

Above chart shows that mothers of most of the children (4.3%) are associated with 
agriculture, 1.8% are Workers/laborers and small business owners, 0.8% are Govt. 
servants, 0.6% are doing jobs in private sector and 0.7% are associated with technical and 
administrative jobs. Data show that highly paid technical and administrative job holders 
do not prefer to send their children to public schools. Children of the mothers doing Govt. 
jobs outperformed in all the four subjects. Performance of the children of the mothers 
who do not do any job and are house wives only is also comparatively better than those 
who are associated with agriculture & small business. 

Help in doing homework and scaled means scores 
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Parents were asked that who helped their children in doing homework they hade to give 
their response by ticking on one of the options given in the question. The options were 
‘Father’, ‘Mother’, ‘Guardian’, and ‘Other family member’.  Scaled mean scores were 
also computed for the groups of students with respect to help they get from their homes. 
Following chart presents the summary of percentage of different options with different 
subjects and scaled mean scores for each group of option in all the four subjects. 
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Father(25.3%) 412.7196 484.3977 511.63 391.7393

Mother(17%) 408.8467 480.4287 497.304 397.6675

Gardian (10.9) 425.1732 483.0573 496.6168 382.5098

Other family members
(42.5)

399.2041 467.0458 494.3477 380.0777

Math Science Soc Sts Urdu

 

Chart shows that students who were helped by their fathers performed better in science 
and social studies where as who were helped by their mothers performed better in Urdu. 
It was reported that most of the students (42.5%0 were helped by family members other 
than father, mother or guardian. These other family members may be brothers and sisters 
of the students, as in response a question asked from students, it was reported that a large 
number of students were helped by brothers and sisters. Anyhow there was no significant 
difference between the performances of students helped by different family members in 
doing homework.  

Students’ access to school 
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Most of the students (95.3%) reported that they go to school on foot. This 
information indicates the sufficient number of schools to provide the masses with easy 
excess to primary education.  

 
About 76% students reported that they reach schools within fifteen minutes, more 

than 92% students reported that they reach the school within half an hour and 97% 
students reach the school within 45 minutes. Time taken to reach the school also indicates 
vast net work of schools providing easy excess to the students. 
 

 

School and Home Environment 
 
Students were asked questions about factors relating to home and school environment. 
These factors may have effect on their learning. Following table summarizes the 

on foot 
by public transport 
private transport 
own car 
Double rating 
Missing 

How do you go to school 

0-15 Min. 
15-30 Min. 
30-45 Min. 
45-60 Min. 
Double rating 
Missing 

How long does it take you to reach school 
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responses of the students on these questions. Mean scores of the groups of the students 
responding these questions positively or negatively were computed as indicators of 
relationship between these factors and achievement. Regression analysis were also run to 
explore the effect of these factors on overall achievement. All these variables predicted a 
little variation (only 5%) in overall achievement of the students, any how Beta coefficient 
for each of these factors is also given in the table to indicate the most effective factor. 
 
Sr.# Statement Response No. 

% 
Mean 
 Score 

Beta 
Coefficient 

 Home Environment     
Yes 53.5 444.71 1 Have any separate space for reading at home 
No 46.5 435.63 

.042 
 

Yes 55.9 438.13 2 Ever have to take leave from school to look after your 
brothers or sisters No 44.1 444.67 

.022 

Yes 45.2 435.69 3 Ever have to take leave from school to help with the 
harvesting No 54.8 445.46 

.002 

Yes 21.7 424.83 4 Work outside to earn money 
No 78.3 445.59 

.034 

Yes 89.5 445.41 5 get any prizes or incentives from the school on your 
good performance No 10.5 409.91 

.107 

 School Environment     
Yes 45.7 438.56 6 Something of mine was stolen 
No 54.3 441.07 

-.067 

Yes 19.6 417.80 7 I was hit or hurt by other student(s) (e.g., hitting, 
kicking) No 80.4 445.36 

.059 

Yes 23.5 425.66 8 I was made to do things I did not want to do by other 
students No 76.5 445.53 

.060 

Yes 27.4 423.21 9 I was made fun of or called names by other students 
No 72.6 447.38 

.083 

Yes 20.6 428.83 10 I was left out of activities by other students 
No 79.4 444.08 

.028 

Yes 3.4 418.44 11 I was made fun of or called names by a teacher 
No 96.6 442.12 

-.030 

Yes 10.6 401.92 12 I was hit or hurt by a teacher 
No 89.4 445.72 

.108 

 Concept about School     
Yes 98.7 440.71 13 I like being in school 
No 1.3 413.47 

-.043 

Yes 96.9 441.63 14 I think that students in my school try to do their best 
No 3.1 411.82 

.014 

Yes 97.8 441.88 15 I think that teachers in my school care about the 
students No 2.2 382.19 

.026 

Yes 97.4 441.98 16 I think that teachers in my school want students to do 
their best No 2.6 404.87 

.003 

 
Summary of the analysis presented in the table reveals that groups of students with 
favorable environment at home and school scored better as compared to those who don’t 
have favorable environment at home and school. Students with positive concept about 
school, fellow students and teachers also showed better performance in terms of overall 
achievement scaled mean scores. It is worth mentioning that beta values for the factors of 
incentives and rewards for the children and no punishment by the teachers were greater as 
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compared to other factors. Therefore, it can be concluded that incentives and rewards and 
no punishment by the teacher are better predictors of students learning achievement. 
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Misconception regarding Curriculum 
 
Teachers were asked whether they were provided with, Curriculum document published 
by ministry of education Islamabad, textbook and teachers’ guide of the subject they 
taught in the school? They had to respond in yes or no, summary of yes responses is 
presented in the chart below. 
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Percentage of teachers reporting avalability of 
Curriculum Document, Textbook, Teacher Guid

Curriculum 90.7 90.3 90.6 90.6

Text book 90.1 89.6 90.1 90.8

Teacher Guid 76.1 74.1 76.2 76.1

Mathematics Science Social Studies Urdu

 
 Chart shows that more than ninety percent teachers reported that they were provided 
with National curriculum document and about the same percent reported that they were 
provided with text book. This response indicates some sort of misconception among 
teachers about curriculum because the curriculum document is never provided to the 
school teachers. It seems that take text books as the curriculum. Question is what is the 
cause and implication of this misconception? All the teachers are trained having some 
professional certificate or degree. Does teacher education for elementary teachers not 
address such a basic concept like curriculum?  What is expected of a teacher who does 
not know the objectives of the curriculum of the subject he/she is teaching? 
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Shortage of teachers 
 
Teachers were asked whether they had to teach more than on classes in the same period. 
There response is given in the chart below. 

Yes No

Do you teach two or more classes at one time in any period?
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Teaching Kit in Schools 
 
Following chart summarizes the response of teachers about availability of teaching kit. 

Yes No

Do you have the teaching kit?
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About fifty percent response 
that teachers have to teach 
more than one classes in the 
same period indicates 
shortage of teachers in the 
primary schools.   

Only 34.2 percent teachers 
reported that they had 
teaching kit. This information 
indicates inequality of 
educational facilities in 
schools. Why a vast majority 
of 65.8 percent teachers do 
not have the teaching kit.  
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Use of teaching kit 
 
The following chart gives the information about the use of teaching kit by the grade IV 
teachers in terms of their own response.  
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Students ability to read 
 
Following charts shows the ability of grade Iv students read their textbook fluently in 
terms of teachers opinion  

Almost all More than Half Less than HAlf

How many students can read the rtextbook fluently?
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Response of teachers about 
use of teaching kit is 
disappointing which indicates 
poor use of audio visual aids 
for teaching small children of 
grade IV level. This 
information can be regarded 
as inadequate teaching 
methodology.  

Only forty one percent 
teachers think that almost 
all the students at grade IV 
level can read the text book 
fluently.  
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Teachers activities at school 
 
Teachers were asked to mention the frequency of their activities in schools. Following 
charts summarize their responses. 
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Most of the teachers reported they do lesson planning and teaching daily. 

Most of the teachers (65.5%) have to perform administrative duties daily. 

Administrative Duties 

Lesson Planning 
and Teaching 
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Head teachers’ opinion about teachers 
 
Head teachers were asked to rate their teachers with respect to their understanding of 
curriculum goals. Summary of responses is given below. 

Teachers discuss school affairs and teaching issues with each others which 
is a good sign. 

Collegiality in Schools 

Parent teacher meetings are not very common. 

Parent teacher meetings 
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Parents’ Role in School improvement in terms of Head 
Teachers’ Opinion 
 
Head teachers’ opinions about parents’ cooperation for students’ success, school 
activities and their interest in school activities were elicited. Head teachers’ opinions are 
presented in the charts below. 

Head teachers are of the opinion that more than fifty percent teachers have 
high or very high level of understanding of the curriculum goals and other 

have medium level of understanding. 

Teachers consider that they 
have curriculum document 
which is not a fact and head 
teachers consider teachers 
know the aims of the 
curriculum, which is not 
possible without going 
through the curriculum 
document. It seems to be 
another misconception among 
the Head teachers regarding 
aims of the curriculum.  
 

Use of teaching material by the teachers 
 

Use of teaching material by 
the teachers is satisfactory 
as reported by the Head 
Teachers. Which is 
contradictory to teachers 
own report. 
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Parental and Community involvement in School activities 
 
Head teachers' opinion about parental and community involvement in school activities is 
summarized below. 

Majority of the Head Teachers consider parents’ cooperation for students’ success is 
low. They do not seem to be satisfied with parents’ cooperation. 

Majority of the Head Teachers are not satisfied with the parents’ cooperation for 
school activities. 
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V.Low Low Medium High V.High

Parental and Community involvement in school activities
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Parental and Community involvement in the activities of 
public schools is marked low by the Head teachers. 

Parents’ and community’s involvement is 
considered as a positive measure to 
improve the quality of physical facilities in 
schools which ultimately results in raising 
the standards of students’ learning. 
 

Role of Parent Teacher Association (PTA)/School 
Management Committee (SMC) 

 Majority of Head Teachers rated 
the role of SMC/PTA as good or 
excellent but a considerable 
percentage (of Head Teachers 
30.5%) rated the role as poor. 
There are many schools where 
PTA/SMC is not working well. 
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The Mathematics Framework 
 
The Mathematics Framework has two dimensions: 
 

1. Mathematical Content as identified in the Pakistan National Curriculum 2001; and, 
2. Mathematical Abilities. These are the abilities as identified in Bloom’s Taxonomy  

 
 This Framework is illustrated below in the form of a table. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.  Mathematical Content  
 
The mathematical content identified in the framework is obtained from the mathematics National 
Curriculum Document, 2001. 
 
The mathematical contents illustrated in this framework consist of: 
 

• Number Sense, 
• Properties and Operations, 
• Measurement, geometry and spatial sense,  
• Data analysis, statistics and probability and information handling, 
• Algebra and fractions 

 
This ensures the direct link between the curriculum and the framework which is necessary for the 
standardized sample National Assessment that is used in NEAS. 
 
2. Mathematical Abilities  
 
Three targeted mathematical abilities have been identified. They are: 
 
a) Conceptual understanding 

Content Strand 
 

Number 
Sense, 

Properties 
& 

Operations 

Measurement Geometry 
& Spatial 

Sense 

Data 
Analysis, 

Statistics & 
Probability 

Algebra & 
Fractions 

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 

    

 
 
 

* Problem Solving to take into account reasoning and mathematical connections 
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Understanding 

 
Procedural 
Knowledge 
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b) Procedural Knowledge 
c) Problem Solving 
 
 

a) Conceptual Understanding  
 
Conceptual understanding requires a student to have knowledge or literal understanding (where a 
student understands the words/symbols but not necessarily the ideas behind the words) and also 
understanding where the ideas behind the symbols/words are understood. For example, the 
concept of number involves more than recognizing the numbers and reproducing calculations 
according to certain procedures. There is a need to be able to express the idea behind the 
numbers. 
 
Conceptual understanding, therefore, reflects a student’s ability to reason in settings involving the 
careful application of concept definitions, relations, or representations of either. Students 
demonstrate conceptual understanding when they produce examples or common or unique 
representations, or when they manipulate central ideas about a concept in various ways 
 
2. Procedural Knowledge 
 
Procedural knowledge requires students to demonstrate that they can select and use/apply 
mathematical processes in different situations correctly. Students should also be able to 
confirm/verify or justify the correctness of a procedure using concrete models or symbolic 
methods; or extend or modify procedures to deal with factors generally found in problem settings. 
 
3.  Problem Solving 
 
In problem solving, students are required to use their accumulated knowledge of mathematics 
(conceptual understanding, procedural knowledge, and mathematical power such as reasoning 
and understanding connections) in new situations. Problem solving requires students to recognize 
and formulate problems; determine whether there is sufficient data; determine whether there is 
consistency of data; use strategies, data, models, and relevant mathematics; and, generate, extend, 
and modify procedures  
 
The Mathematical Content Strands 
 
The percentages found in the table are based on the weightage given in the curriculum. Sub- 
contents of the curriculum are calculated on the basis of these weight ages. 
 
 
Minimum Percentage Distribution of Items for Grades 4 and 8 Content Strands 
 

Content strand Grade 4 
Number sense, properties and 
operation 

50 % 

measurement 20 % 
Geometry and spatial sense 20 % 
Data analysis, statistics, 
probability and information 
handling 

10 % 
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Algebra and function - 
Total  100 % 

 
 
 
 
Mathematical Abilities 
 
The distributions of items by mathematical abilities are according to the objectives of the 
curriculum. The weighting for each of the abilities is given in the form of a table 
 

Mathematical Ability Weight age according to 
Curriculum Objectives Grade 4 

Conceptual understanding  40% 
Procedural knowledge  40% 
Problem solving  20% 

 
Table of Specification of mathematics  Grade 4, 2006 

 
Content/Abilities Conceptual 

understanding 
Procedural 
knowledge 

Problem 
solving 

Total Percentage of 
content 

Number sense properties 
and operation 

6 7 1 14 40 

Measurement  1 7 - 8 22.86 

Geometry and spatial sense 5 3 4 12 34.28 
Data analysis statistics 
probability and information 
handling 

- - 1 1 2.86 

Total  12 17 6 35 - 
Percentage of Abilities 34.28 48.57 17.14  100 

 
 
Content and Sub-Content of Mathematics at Grade 4 Level  
 

S.No Number sense properties and operation 
1.1 Reading  & writing of natural numbers up to 10000000 (1 crore) & place value of the digits 
1.2 The smallest & the greatest 7,8 digits numbers 
1.3 Knowing 10 lac=I million 

                1 crore= 10 million 
1.4 Writing numbers in million 
1.5 Identification, reading and writing numbers using Urdu numerals 
1.6 Roman numerals up to 50 
 Factors & multiples 
1.7 Concepts of divisibility & factor of natural numbers 
1.8 Some divisibility tests for 2,3,5 
1.9 concepts of multiples 
1.1 concepts of prime & composite numbers 
1.11 Prime factorization of a composite numbers 
1.12 Determining common factors of two or more natural numbers 
1.13 Concept of the highest common factor(HCF),the greatest common divisor (GCD) 
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S.No Number sense properties and operation 
1.14 The HCF of two or more natural numbers by prime factorization, division & common divisor, 

determining common multiple of two or more natural numbers 
1.15 Concepts of least common multiple (LCM) 
1.16 Finding the LCM of two or more natural numbers by common multiples, factorization & division 
1.17 Word problems from daily involving HCF & LCM of natural numbers. 
 Common fractions 
1.18 Concepts of an improper, mixed & equivalent fractions 
1.19 Writing a fraction equivalent to a given fraction 
1.20  Reducing a fraction to its lowest form 
1.21 Converting an improper fraction into a mixed fraction & vice versa 
1.22 Comparing common fraction, use of the symbol > greater than & < less than 
1.23 Comparing common by finding equivalent fraction 
1.24 Adding two or more fractions (same & different denominators) 
1.25 Subtracting a fraction from another fraction (same & different denominators) 
1.26 Multiplying two or more fractions (proper, improper & mixed) 
1.27 Commutative property of addition ,multiplication of fractions 
1.28 Associative  property of addition ,multiplication of fractions 
1.29 Dividing  a common fraction by another fractions (proper, improper, mixed) 
1.3 Word problems from daily life involving addition. Subtraction. multiplication & division of common 

fractions 
 Decimal fractions 
1.31 Decimal fractions up to 3 decimal places 
1.32 Place value of the digits in a decimal fractions 
1.33 Conversion of a decimal fraction into a common fraction & vice versa (with a denominator in the 

common fraction as multiple of  2 & 5) 
1.34 Comparing decimal fraction, use of greater & smaller notations 
1.35 Adding two or more decimal fractions ( up to three decimal places ) 
1.36 Subtraction of a decimal fractions  (up to three decimal places ) 
1.37 Multiplying  of a decimal fraction  by a one digit number 
1.38 Dividing   of a decimal fraction  by a one digit number 
1.39 Word problems from daily life involving  decimal fractions up to three decimal places  
2. Measurement  
2.1 Units of length (km.m.dm.cm.mm) relationship among units of length 
2.2 Mutual conversion of units of length 
2.3 Adding expression involving units of length. 
2.4 Subtracting expression involving units of length. 
2.5 Units of mass (quintals,kg.g) 
2.6 Table showing relationship among units of mass & their mutual conversion 
2.7 Adding  expression involving units of mass 
2.8 Subtracting expression involving units of mass 
2.9 Units  of capacity ( liter.deciliter.millilitre) 
2.10 Table showing relationship among units of capacity and their mutual conversion. 
2.11 Word problems from everyday life involving units of length. Mass and capacity. 
3. Geometry 
3.1 Measuring and drawing a line segment in cm and mm  
3.2 Drawing a circle having radius of a given length 
3.3 Constructing triangle (equilateral, isosceles, scalene) having sides of given length with the help of 

compass and scale 
3.4 Concept of perimeter of a geometrical figure. Find the perimeter of a triangle with sides of given lengths 
3.5 Concept of angle and its degree measure of an angle to be between 0 and 180 
3.6 Interior and exterior of an angle informal description 
3.7 Kinds of angles (right angle, acute angle, obtuse angle) 
3.8 Measuring an angle with protractor 
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S.No Number sense properties and operation 
3.9 Constructing an angle of given degree measure with the help of protractor 
3.10 Drawing a line perpendicular to a given line with the help of protractor 
3.11 Concept of vertical and horizontal lines 
3.12 Definition of a square and a rectangle 
3.13 Constructing a square with a sides of given length 
3.14 Constructing a rectangle with a sides of given length 
3.15 Finding perimeter of a square and a rectangle 
4. Data Analysis, Statistics, probability, Information Handling 
4.1 Reading and interpreting a line graph 
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The Science Framework 
 
The Science Framework is based on a consensus regarding desirable elements of science 
education against which student attainment is to be measured.  
This is a two dimensional framework. 
 

� The Fields of Science consists of Earth Sciences, Physical and Chemical Sciences and 
Life Sciences 

 
� Knowing and Doing consisting of conceptual understanding, scientific investigation and 

practical reasoning;  
This two dimensional framework is found below in diagrammatic form. 

 
Content Strands 

Ability Strands Knowing & 
Doing 

Life 
Sciences 

Chemical 
Sciences 

Physical 
Sciences 

Earth 
Sciences 

Conceptual Understanding         
Scientific Investigation         
Practical Reasoning         

ISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS BY GRADES AND CONTENT STRANDS 
Using the above mentioned formula to calculate the sub contents, the distribution of items 
by grades was developed. These are found in the table below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. KNOWING AND DOING 
1. CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 
Procedural Conceptual understanding reflects a student’s ability to reason in settings involving 
the careful application of concept definitions, relations, or representations of either. Students 
demonstrate conceptual understanding when they produce examples or common or unique 
representations, or when they manipulate central ideas about a concept in various ways. 
2. SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION 
This is where students demonstrate the ability to use the appropriate tools and thinking processes 
in the application of science. This should be emphasized during the early grades because learning 
by doing is crucial for young students and the methodologies and processes to enable students to 
know need to be introduced early on in their education. 
3.  PRACTICAL REASONING 
This is where students demonstrate an understanding of everyday problems and are able to 
suggest effective solutions by applying their scientific knowledge and using their skills. The 
ability of the student to engage in practical reasoning is essential if a student is to solve complex 
problems or apply previous knowledge to an everyday problem. 
 

Knowing and Doing % of Fields of Science Content 
Conceptual Understanding 55 
Scientific Investigation 35 

Content Strands G4% 
Life Science 45 
Physical Science 30 
Chemical Science 15 
Earth Science 10 
Total 100 
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Practical Reasoning 10 
 
 
SCIENCE TEST SPECIFICATION TABLE 
 

Ability Strands 
Conceptual 

Understanding 45% 
Scientific Investigation 

45% 
Practical Reasoning 

10% TOTAL Content 
Strands 

MCQs 
70% 

Constructed 
Response 

30% 

MCQs 
70% 

Constructed 
Response 

30% 

MCQs 
70% 

Constructed 
Response 

30% 

MCQs 
70% 

Constructed 
Response 

30% 

Grand 
Total 

Life 
Sciences 

45% 
3 2 3 - 1 _ 07 02 09 

Physical 
Sciences 

31% 
2 1 2 1 1 - 05 02 07 

Chemical 
Sciences 

14% 
1 - 1 - - - 02 - 02 

Earth 
Sciences 

10% 
1 - 1 

 - - - 02 - 02 

Common 
Items 28% 3 2 3 4 2 1 07 03 10 

Total 10 05 10 05 04 01 24 11 
G. Total 15 15 05 35 

35 

 

Contents and Sub contents of science curriculum 2001 
 

Sub Content                    (LIFE SCIENCES) 

Living Things 
Recall vegetative parts and reproductive parts of a plant body 
Recall parts of a flower ,arrangements,(solitary, inflorescence) 

Recognize the characteristics of monocot and dicot 

define pollination 
recognize the types of fruit and seeds 

formation of new plant from a seed  
know the major systems 

concept of senses 
define digestive system and its major parts 

know about digestion, absorption and assimilation 

know the constituents of food, and concept of balanced diet 
define respiratory system and its major parts 

concept of respiration. 

Environment 
know about living things and their environment 
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importance of animals and plants 
interaction of organism with the environment 

know the concept of simple food chain 

define pollution 
identify common sources of pollution 

identify the harmful effects of pollution on animals and plant life 

Sub Content                    

continuity of life 
identify inherited characters 

similarities and differences among members of the species 
identify the role of environment in the expression of characters 
(CHEMICAL SCIENCES) 

Matter and its properties 
Know the properties of solids, liquids. and gases 

Aware of three states of water 
know about the water cycle 

concept of atmosphere as blanket of air 
know about the constituents of air 

know the process of burning 

can compare the process of burning and breathing 

(PHYSICAL SCIENCES) 

Motion and force 
understand the concept of speed 

know the idea that speed and direction can be changed by force 
know the concept of inertia 

Sub Content                 

Energy 
know the concept of temperature 

know about the use of thermometer and clinical thermometer 

know about the scales of temperature 
know the concept of reflection of light 

understand how image is formed 
understand the process of refraction of light 

recognize pleasant and unpleasant sounds 

able to know about the speed of sound and supersonic 

Electricity and magnetism 
know the characteristics of static charges 
know about the sources of electricity 

know and classify the magnetic and non-magnetic materials 

know how a magnetic material can be magnetized and demagnetized 
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identify some common uses of magnets 
describe the constituents of rocks 

slow and rapid process of nature that changes the earths surface 

know about celestial bodies 
rotation of earth 

know how seasons are changed 
 

 
FRAMEWORK OF SOCIAL STUDIES 

 
THE GOAL OF SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
Social Studies involve students in learning about the social and physical conditions which 
influence, or have influenced, the lives of individuals and communities and which shape, or have 
been shaped by the actions, artifacts and institutions of successive generations.  
 
Social Studies can be seen as knowledge and understanding and their application with regards 
to: 

� Geography 
� History 
� Civics 
� The Economy  
 

THE SOCIAL STUDIES FRAMEWORK 
 
FIELDS OF STUDY 
 
Social Studies has four fields of study: Geography, History, Civics and Economics. Each subject 
within Social Studies emphasizes different aspects. These aspects for each field of study are 
identified below. 
 
THE CURRICULUM CONTENT DIMENSION 
 
Using the areas identified in the goals of social studies and the fields of study of social science, 
above, and the curriculum of 2001, the following tables have been developed. These tables 
identify the content of the curriculum and relate them to the four Fields of Study for Grades 4 and 
8. 
 
Grade 4 Curriculum Content According to the Fields of Study of Social Studies 

 
Subject Areas of Social Studies 

History Geography  Economics Civics 
• History of the Province • Boundaries • Minerals • Ethical principles for 

passengers when traveling on 
public transport 

• Life of the Holy Prophet 
(PBUH) 

 

• Land features: rivers, 
mountains, plains 

• Industries • Role of Ammur Bil Maroof 
and Nahi Anil Munkal in 
character building 
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• Personalities: Hazrat 
Khadijid, Abu Baker 

• Climate and its 
relationship with 
human life 

• Export and 
Import 

• Population: Classification, 
age, structure, literacy factors 

• Contemporary 
personalities: One male 
and one female 
personality of the 
province. 

• Soil • Cooperative 
Societies 

• Occupations  

• Importance of Jehad • Forests  • Quality of Life 

 • Transport (location)  • Transport & Socio-economic 
development 

 • Water logging and 
irrigation 

 • The farmer and the welfare 
centre 

   • Aquaf Department 
   • NGOs 
   • Community Problems such as 

water shortage, population, 
environment and health 
issues 

   • Reliance, Administrative 
Units: High Court, Public 
Service Commission, 
Legistlative Assembly, 
education, relation between 
the Province and the centre 

   • Illiteracy, unemployment 
 
Weightages of Fields of Study according to Curriculum Content 
 

Content Grade 4 
History 16% 
Geography 22% 
Economics 12% 
Civics 50% 
Total 100% 

 
THE INTELLECTUAL SKILLS DIMENSION 
 
This assessment encompasses a broad range of intellectual skills. These include identifying and 
describing; explaining and analyzing; and evaluating, taking and defending a position. Research 
shows that intellectual skills are inseparable from knowledge. Each test question will therefore 
address an aspect of knowledge as well as an intellectual skill. This relationship between content 
and intellectual skills results in a wide variety of assessment tasks. For example a student may be 
asked to evaluate a landmark decision of the Pakistan Supreme Court as well as to explain criteria 
used by the Court as the basis of its opinion.  
 
The intellectual skills identified for testing are: 
 
• Knowing 
• Understanding 
• Applying 
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Weightage of Items according to Intellectual Skills 
 

 Knowledge Understanding Application Total 
Grade 4 45% 35% 20% 100% 
Grade 8 40% 30% 30% !00% 

 
Skills Fields of Study 

Knowledge Understanding Application Total 
History 4 3 2 9 

Geography 5 4 2 11 
Economics 3 2 1 6 

Civics 10 9 10 24 
Total 22 18 10 50 

 

The Language Framework 
 
The Language Framework is based on a consensus regarding desirable elements of language 
education against which student attainment is to be measured. The Framework should enable 
students to demonstrate achievement through the use of paper and pencil tests. For this reason 
listening and speaking are not part of this framework. These two skills however are very 
important and students should be provided with classroom experiences to enable them to listen 
and communicate through language. 
 
The language framework is a two dimensional framework. It is concerned in the main with the 
development of literacy skills, that is, the skills of reading and writing. One test will be developed 
to accommodate the skills of both reading and writing. The test developed will have a minimum 
of 35 items distributed as follows: 
 

The Reading Framework 
 
Reading literacy is a fundamental right of every person. It gives people access to information and 
the ability to function in life. Reading enriches through the power of language and the beauty of 
poetry. It extends human experience through the exploration of events in literary works. It is the 
key to knowledge and information. 
 

A. Contexts for Reading 
 
The contexts for reading consist of: 
• Reading for literary experience 
• Reading for information 
• Reading to perform a task 

 
1. Reading for Literary Experience 
 
Reading for literary experience involves the reader in exploring themes, events, characters, 
settings, problems and the language of literary works. The reader brings his or her 
experiences and knowledge to the text in activities such as anticipating events, picturing 
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settings, predicting consequences, analysing actions, and considering the language of literary 
works. He or she thinks about the authors’ characters’ perspectives and considers the 
language and story structure. Various types of texts are associated with reading for literary 
experience, including short stories, poems, plays, legends, biographies, myths and folktales. It 
is important that these texts are of a high literary quality and that the language and topics are 
accessible to students. 
 
2. Reading for Information 
 
Reading for information engages the reader with aspects of the real world. Reading for 
information is most commonly associated with textbooks, primary and secondary resources, 
newspaper and magazine articles, essays and speeches. Two features that distinguish 
informational text from literary text are organisation and presentation of information. 
Informational text is organised by topic and supporting details, whereas literary text 
organised by the structure of a story, poem or drama. Informational texts may have boldfaced 
headings, graphics, illustrations, and captions that signal important text. Both informational 
and literary texts require people to critically analyse the text, reflect on it and draw 
conclusions. 
 
When reading for information, readers need to know the specific text patterns, or forms of 
organisation (for example, cause and effect, sequential order, comparison/contrast, opinion 
and supporting arguments), to develop understanding. People frequently have different 
purposes for reading texts of this nature; for example, to find specific pieces of information, 
answer a question, or get some general information when glancing through a magazine 
article. Reading information texts requires orientations to the text that differ from those used 
in reading for literary experience because readers are specifically focused on acquiring 
information. When people read for information, they may select parts of the text they need 
rather than reading from beginning to the end. 
 
3. Reading to Perform a Task 
 
Reading to perform a task involves reading to accomplish something. When people read to 
perform tasks, they use their expectations of the purpose and structure of practical text to 
guide how they select, understand, and apply information. practical texts may include charts, 
bus or train schedules, directions for games or repairs, classroom or library procedures, 
recipes, maps, consumer warranties. The reader’s orientation involves looking for specific 
information to do something. Readers need to apply information, not simply understand it. 
For this type of reading, readers are not likely to enjoy the style or thought in the texts as they 
might in reading for literary experience. 

 

B. Aspects of Reading 
 
The aspects of reading consist of: 
 
• Forming a general understanding 
• Developing interpretation 
• Making reader/text connections 
• Examining content and structure 
• Knowledge of Language and Vocabulary 
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1. Forming a General Understanding 
 
To form a general understanding the reader must consider the text as a whole and have a 
global knowledge of it. Students may be asked, for example, to demonstrate a general 
understanding by providing the title of a passage, explaining the purpose of an article, or 
reflecting on the theme of a story. Tasks and items that measure this aspect of reading 
include: 
• Write a paragraph telling what the story/poem is about, or identify what the story is 

about from reading a paragraph. 
• Which of the following is the best statement of the theme of the story? 
• Write a paragraph telling what this article generally tells you, or identify the main 

theme in a paragraph. 
• What is the text supposed to help you do? 
• What would you tell someone about the main character? 

 
2. Developing Interpretation 
 
To develop interpretation, the reader must extend initial impressions to develop a more 
complete understanding of what was read. This process involves linking information across 
parts of a text as well as focusing on specific information. Questions that assess this aspect of 
reading include drawing influences about the relationship of two pieces of information and 
providing evidence to determine the reason for action. Questions that assess this aspect of 
reading include: 
 
3. Making Reader-Text Connections 
 
To make reader/text connections, the reader must link information in the text with knowledge 
and experience. This might include applying ideas in the text to the real world. All student 
responses must be text based to receive full credit. Personal feelings are not asked for in the 
assessment.  
 
4. Examining Content and Structure 
 
Examining text content and structure requires critically evaluating, comparing and contrasting 
and understanding the effect of features such as irony, humour and organisation. Questions 
used to assess this aspect of reading require readers to stand apart from the text, consider it 
objectively, and evaluate its quality and appropriateness. Knowledge of text content and 
structure is important. Questions ask readers to determine the usefulness of a text for a 
specific purpose, evaluate the language and textual elements, and think about the author’s 
purpose and style. Some questions also require readers to make connections across parts of a 
text or between texts. For example, students might be asked to compare a poem and a story 
with the same theme or relate information from a first person account to a textbook 
description of an event. This aspect involves students in critically examining a text using 
what they have learnt regarding text content and structure. It does not involve students in 
drawing on their personal experiences to make subjective decisions. 
 
5. Knowledge of Language and Vocabulary 
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Students should be able to recognise the different part of speech and the elements of good 
grammar in texts they have read. They should be able to recognise the use of words to 
develop good writing and the appropriate use of vocabulary in the context in which the text is 
written and the purpose for which it is being read. 

 

Test Specifications 
 
The assessment framework identifies: 
• The distribution of items by grade and aspects of reading; 
• The distribution of items by grade and the contexts for reading; and,  
• The distribution of items according to the types of items. 
 

A. Distribution of Items by Grade and Aspect of Reading 
 

Aspects of Reading Grade 4 Grade 8 
Forming a general understanding 40% 30% 
Developing interpretation 25% 30% 
Making reader text connection 10% 10% 
Examining content & structure 5% 10% 
Knowledge of language and vocabulary 20% 20% 
TOTAL 100% 100% 

 
 

The Writing Framework 
Purposes For Writing 
 
Three purposes for writing are identified: 
 

� narrative writing – telling a story 
� informative writing – informing the reader 
� persuasive writing – persuading the reader 

 
1. Narrative Writing 
This involves students in producing stories or personal pieces of writing. The narrative topics in 
the assessment encourage writers to use their creativity and powers of observation to develop 
stories that can capture a reader's imagination.  

2. Informative Writing 

This communicates information to the reader to share knowledge or to convey messages, 
instructions, and ideas. The informative topics in the writing assessment require students to write 
on specified subjects in a variety of formats, such as reports, reviews, and letters.  

3. Persuasive Writing 
This seeks to influence the reader to take some action or bring about change. It may contain 
factual information, such as reasons, examples, or comparisons; however, its main purpose is not 
to inform, but to persuade. The persuasive topics in the writing assessment ask students to write 
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letters to friends, newspaper editors, or prospective employers, as well as to refute arguments or 
take sides in a debate. 
 
In specifying that students must write narratives, informative essays, and persuasive pieces, the 
NA writing framework ensures that students taking the assessment will have the opportunity to 
develop and organize ideas, use language effectively, and demonstrate awareness of audience for 
a range of writing purposes. 
 
4. Knowledge About Language & Vocabulary 
 
In Pakistan knowledge about language and vocabulary is seen as an essential element in the 
understanding of language. 
 
Students should be able to use the different part of speech and the elements of good grammar in 
their writing. They should be able to use of words to develop good writing and use appropriate 
vocabulary according to the context and purpose of the writing task. 
Knowledge about language is assessed according to its correct usage in students’ response to the 
writing prompts and reading items. 
 
 
 
 
Curriculum Content and Skills of Reading at Grades 4 
 
S # Competency The students will be able to: 

1 
 
 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 

Read silently, simple writing, understand and explain meaning in own words 
(short stories, poems, plays, legends, biographies, myths and folktales)  
The students will be able to : 
Anticipate events  
Picturing settings 
Consider the language used (knowledge about language) 
Analyzing the characters in the story 
Identifying and understanding the story structure 
Explaining the theme of the story 

2 Read simple text loudly 

3 
 
 
 
 
3.1 
3.2 
 
3.3 

Read material used in daily life,(children books, hand written material, news 
papers, advertisements and receipts, charts, schedules, directions for games or 
repairs, tax or insurance forms voter registration materials, maps, referenda, 
consumer warranties, office memo, classroom or library procedures) 
The students will be able to: 
To select information (to find specific/general information) 
To apply information (critically analyse text, reflect on it and draw conclusions) 
To link information in the text with knowledge & experience 
Consider the language used (knowledge about language) 
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4 
 
 
 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
 
5 
 
 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 

Read poems/verses from poems for enjoyment, memorize  favourite verses and 
show understanding of the meaning 
The students will be able to: 
 
Explain the theme of the poem 
Identify poem structure 
Consider the language used (knowledge about language) 
 
Differentiate between the different types of writing (story, poems, news paper, 
letter, novels, short stories, plays, legends, biographies, myths & folk talks etc.) 
The students will be able to: 
Compare & contrast informational text & literary text 
Understand sequential order 
Give opinion & supporting arguments 
Consider the language used (knowledge about language) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Curriculum Content and Skills of Writing at Grades 4  
 

S # Competency The students will be able to: 
1 Copy simple sentences and texts with proper distances between words and lines. 
2 Take correct dictation 
3 Write about things/Objects in pictures/incomplete story or story (Narrative) with 

the help of outlines/ pictures and identify their important characteristics. 
4 Write, summaries in own words, a read story/written material 
5 Write for a simple practical purpose, (expository/informative) e.g.. Simple letters, 

incident, story, invitations, descriptions and safarnama. 
Write briefly about personal experiences (expository/informative) e.g. diary 

6 Write for a simple practical purpose, (expository/informative) e.g.. Simple letters, 
incident, story, invitations, descriptions and safarnama. 
Write briefly about personal experiences (expository/informative) e.g. diary 

 Knowledge of  Language and Vocabulary 
1 
 

Understand & use basic grammar 
Noun, verb ,object, subject, adjective, pronoun, plural 

2 Understand & use antonyms, rhyming words, words beginning with same letter, 
3 Arrange according to alphabetical order 
4 Understand use idioms appropriately in sentences  
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